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Blogs from an analytical perspective

 Hybrid cars were initially regarded as novel and controversial, even obscure. While many 

manufacturers now offer the hybrid adaptation for several of their models,  hybrids of other 

avenues are also becoming more prevalent. In the journalism industry, for example, blogs are 

becoming increasingly popular and adopting a “hybrid” technique of hard news and opinionated 

work. Once a household hobby, blogging is slowly becoming a more viable source of news. 

 One way in which blogs strive to survive is through feeding the online frenzy. As other 

print sources are slowly transitioning to incorporate more content online and fewer pages in hard 

copy editions, blogging began as and remains an exclusively online entity. The key to the success 

of this newfound media, however, seems to be not its online nature, but the implications of the 

communities and speed associated with it. 

 As most Web-based publications, the world of blogging, or “blogosphere” targets a 

young, wired demographic. Furthermore, it facilitates use of other media as well, for example, 

using smart phones to both take and upload pictures onto a personal blog (Kahn and Kellner). 

This means that the blogosphere supports an instantaneous level of communication and, more 

importantly, publication. There is no need to wait for a printing press when articles can be spread 

to the world in a click of a button. 

 Because of the pressure to be instantaneous, bloggers follow an opposite procedure than 

the conventional writer or journalist: they publish and then edit, while conventional journalist 

will edit, refine and then publish. The New York Times typically employs 42 people for each 

piece before publication (Carroll). Conversely, the average blogger has one “editor,” him or 



herself. While this immediate nature is indubitably convenient, it creates hesitation concerning 

the accuracy and validity of the blogosphere. 

 Not only do the blogs cover events in a timely fashion, but they offer quick commentary 

instead of awaiting a “Letter to the Editor” (Tremayne). This candid nature of online blogs 

emphasizes the democratic side of journalism, which not only takes opinion into account, but 

also places a high emphasis on it. This means that just as editorials need to be taken with a grain 

of salt in print, blogs need to be interpreted with that same subscript online. 

 While the online and print industries seem to be cooperating more than ever before, 

distinctions remain. Certain popular bloggers are professional journalists, but the majority of 

bloggers view their role as separate from the larger industry (Lasica, as cited in Herring et al.). 

The aforementioned structure of posting remains one distinction, but also logistically, bloggers 

do not have to adhere to the rules put in place for traditional journalists, like the Society of 

Professional Journalists Code of Ethics (Carroll). This, too, threatens bloggers’ credibility.

 Recently, bloggers have been creating a falsified community which has the potential to 

inspire otherwise dormant members of society. So-called “community-focused blogs” (Roberts, 

54) are managed by journalists but largely dependent on comments of community members. One 

successful “community-focused” blog, launched by the New York Times called TheLocal, has a 

mission statement that “TheLocal will be what you want it to be” (Roberts, 55). The nature of 

this site then epitomizes an important weakness of blogging sites: the incessant need to cater to 

the reader. This mentality can be detrimental, as it warps the already blurred definition of what 

constitutes journalism. The mission statement prompts the question of whether the job of the 

press is to portray solely the stories that readers want to hear or to cover all newsworthy events. 



The site’s mission statement is in congruence with the growing trend of affirmative journalism, 

or idea that people choose news sources that tend to agree with their personal opinions instead of 

more objective ones. Even on reputable sites, bloggers may be more apt to adopt a more 

opinionated, biased view, not necessarily with more facts. Thus, these sites may be more 

appealing to readers, but also detrimental to providing an objective report.

 A growing trend in these “community-focused” and other group blogging sites is called 

“pro-am journalism,” defined as “professionals and amateurs working together over the 

internet” (Schudson and Downie, 44). The amateurs are referred to as “citizen journalists,” 

largely because they are ordinary people participating in an otherwise majority of professionals. 

This set up may present a compromise by slightly increasing the credibility of otherwise amateur 

sites, while still allowing citizens to participate in the conversations surrounding current events. 

 Because of the initial competitive nature between online and print content, the media 

responded to the growth of blogs in an expected way: they attacked the idea, citing that blogs 

were not a credible news source (Tremayne). But, as the trend expanded, the industry slowly 

began to embrace it. For example, in certain publications, including the reputable New York 

Times, weekly or daily pieces previously known as columns are now called blogs (Herring et al.). 

 In one sense, bloggers have replaced the withering field of investigative reporting at 

major publications, which are decreasing because of budget cuts. Bloggers commonly have a 

specific focus, sometimes filling in gaps of less detailed, hard news stories (Gallo). Furthermore, 

they have been found to discover and correct errors of stories of reputable sources. This allows 

for a symbiotic relationship between bloggers and journalists: bloggers are free to report the 



news in a more free form, in-depth manner with commentary, while the journalist may spend less 

time fact-checking and more time on other articles. 

  As many evolving entities that result from the world’s wired mentality, the blogosphere 

is controversial. The field poses moral dilemmas about what a credible source is, what 

obligations the press has to society and the increasingly expanding role of online publication in 

the historically print based field of journalism. While the many threats to credibility hinder the 

blogosphere, the possibilities of increased immediacy, specialization and citizen involvement or 

feedback are quite alluring. Thus, the previously dichotomized worlds of blogging and print 

journalism have the best prospect by integrating the distinct worlds to create a “hybrid” that 

allows for creative license, immediacy and credibility, among other advantages.
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